With the iDSD, one must ENABLE the “DSD over PCM” option with each audio playback software program.

This ensures your computer audio program is configured to natively ENCODE DSD ready for the iDSD to natively DECODE DSD.

**Setup Instructions**

The following example is on Audirvana Plus (if your program is different, the principle remains the same but please consult your software vendor for more information).

**Audirvana:** MacOS

1. Open Audirvana Preferences. Ensure the ifi (by AMR) HD USB Audio Out has been selected.

2. Open Audirvana Preferences > Native DSD capability > select DSD over PCM 1.0
3. Replicate the other check options as per the above screenshot.

4. Exit. You are now ready to enjoy DSD without conversion to another format on your iDSD by iFi.

If you have any further questions, please email tech@ifi-audio.com but please bear in mind that it may be best to contact your software vendor with regards to specific setup instructions on each computer audio playback program.